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Goodbye Year 6!
Our Year 6 children leave Castlecroft on Friday and we would like to take this
opportunity to wish them all the very best for their next big step in their education.
They have been a delightful group of children who have given a great deal to Castlecroft
in their time with us and achieved excellence in many areas of school life.
Thank you and Good Luck!

Bikeability
By Max Hughes and Logan Kemshell
At the start of the Year 4 Bikeability training, our instructors, Bob and Mil
gave our bikes a safety check and taught us how to hop on and off our bikes
properly. After that, we lined up on our bikes and rode around some cones to
check our balance. They told us to look over our right shoulder and then to
put out our arms whichever way we were going to turn, so the person
behind us would know.
Next we followed Mil around the playground in a snake formation and went on to the grass.
After that we had a race, where we had to stop closest to the finish line. Finally we did a slow
race and whoever was the slowest on their bike, won the race. You had to really try hard to
balance your bike.
Bikeability was really good as it is always a lot of fun to ride our bikes and learning to ride
safely is very important.

Year 6-Bikeability
By Charlotte and Melissa
From Wednesday 18th to Friday 20th April, Year 6 took part in Bikeability training. We all
brought our bikes into school and were split into groups to do the training on different days.
We all started off on Level 1 which involved braking, setting off alone with no help from the
instructors and practising stopping. As we were riding around, the instructor called out
„Amber‟, we started to get ready to stop, then „Red!‟ we stopped and then had to set our pedals
and then „Green‟ we had to set off again, safely.
When the instructors thought we were confident enough, we went on to Level 2 which was
riding on the road. We had to learn two riding positions when on the
road, Primary position which is when you are near the middle of the
road to turn and Secondary position which is close to the curb but
not so close that you ride over drains.
After lunch we split into two groups and rode to different roads by
school with our instructors. In my group we practised our shoulder
check to see if a car was coming and when it was safe to go, we rode
into primary position, shoulder check again, signalled left or right
depending on which way you are turning. When we had done that a
couple of times, we went on to the main road and repeated what we
had learnt. Then we practised U-turns, again and again by ourselves
until we were confident.
We enjoyed Bikeability training because it was a lot of fun and it was
very important to learn to ride our bikes safely and properly.

Violin Concert
By May Garbett
Year 3 and Year 4 started practising the violin every Wednesday
for seven weeks with the violin teacher, Miss Barten who was
very nice and had a lot of patience!
On the 8th week we put on a concert for our parents who had
filled in a form to ask for a seat to watch us perform, along with
the rest of the school. Year 3 performed first followed by Year 4.
We learnt a lot of songs like, „At the Zoo,‟ „Let‟s Play the Pizzicato,‟
and some more.
On the day of the concert, which was at 2;30pm, we were all very
excited to be able to show everyone what we had learnt. First we
sang „Counting Beats,‟ next was „Scrolls, Shoulders, Strings and Bridge,‟ which are all parts of a
violin. We then played „At the Zoo,‟ followed by the „Penguin Song‟ which had a lot of actions and
was a lot of fun to do.
Finally we sang and played „Charlie Chickens‟ and „Mr Knickerbocker.‟
I enjoyed doing the concert as it was a lot of fun learning a new instrument and playing in front of
an audience, who seemed to really like the concert as they were clapping a lot at the end.

WASPS In2Hockey Finals
By Guven Gedi, Ieuan Owen and Dhru Uppal
Two teams from Castlecroft went to Aldersley Stadium on Wednesday 18th April to compete in the
In2Hockey finals. Darcy, Emma, Jayda, Dhru, Ieuan and Musa made up Team B. We tried very
hard as a team and managed to draw in our first match. We won
our second match against Wodensfield with Ieuan and Dhru
scoring the only goals during the match. We were
starting to feel tired during our third match but we were still
working well as a team but unfortunately lost 3-0.
In our last match we played a really good game and deserved to get
more goals. Ieuan scored a very confident goal and we
defended well. The final score was 1-0 to Castlecroft.
Team A; Lydia, Poppy, Olivia, Joe, Guven, Charlie and Zach, played
four games in total; looking a very strong team we won the first
three matches, taking us to the finals.
In the final we played against Bilston, we communicated well as a
team and our passing skills were very positive. It was a
challenging match with Bilston playing a good game aswell, so
when the final whistle went we were drawing 2-2, our goals being
scored by Guven and Dhru.
With both teams playing so well it was decided that Bilston and
Castlecroft would take the title, so we were all awarded a gold
medal in Team A.
Playing in the finals was a lot of hard work but very rewarding.

The Black Country Cross Country Championships
By Elliana Rhodes
The final race of the season was the Black Country Cross Country
Championships held at Tettenhall College. Competing were the top
25 runners of both girls and boys from Wolverhampton, Dudley and
Walsall. Castlecroft‟s team was Guven Gedi, Elliana Rhodes, Poppy
Finlayson-Palmer and Izabella Croft-Cook.
The girls‟ race was first at 11:30am and Elliana came 40th followed by
Poppy finishing in 43rd position and Izzy came 44th!
The boys‟ race followed the girls‟ with Guven coming in 32rd position.
The results were soon after. In the girls‟ race, Wolverhampton drew
with Dudley and in the boys‟, Wolverhampton won!
We were all exhausted but happy with the results.

Egg Drop Challenge
By Evan Whittaker
We were asked by our PTA group to build a contraption that we could put an egg in and when
dropped from 10ft, hopefully wouldn‟t smash.
It was a lot of fun designing and creating the egg contraption with my Dad at home.
We brought all our weird and wonderful devices into school and the PTA dropped them from a great
height. Mine did survive but some did crack. It was an exciting afternoon and good to see all the
different designs; they were so imaginative and colourful!

Football Report
Castlecroft V Woodfield
By Thomas Price
Castlecroft‟s football team travelled to Woodfield School to play a friendly match. The team was
Evan in goal and Isaac, Joe, Charlie, Tommy, Dhru, Owen, Thomas, Guven and Will as sub.
The grass was very wet and slow to play on. In the first half Woodfield went 2 goals up after a
couple of mistakes. Castlecroft continued to attack and nearly scored a few times, Guven had a
terrific long range shot which went just over the bar. There was some good passing between Owen
and Dhru, setting Guven and Thomas for some near misses. Charlie made some very strong tackles
and cleared off the line after a save by Evan. Just after half time Will replaced Isaac at right back.
We were playing better as a team in the second half but Woodfield went 3-0 up then Guven scored a
goal. Evan made a lot of good saves, then Owen scored another goal for us making the score 4-2,
which was eventually the final score after a lot of end to end play.
It was one of our better matches as we kept the score down and played well as a team.

Gymnastic Competition
By Zoe Sumner and Maisie Yeomans
On Tuesday 1st May 11 children from Year 2 went to compete in a KS1 Gymnastics competition at St
Edmunds School.
First we showed the judges our floor routines; we did our routine really well and we were proud of
our performance. Next we competed in the vault, Millie was awarded a
silver medal and Harvey got a bronze for a brilliant jump and landing so
straight and still.
We all performed a floor routine, we were quite nervous performing but
also very excited and happy when we had done our routines. Josh got a
bronze medal for his routine. After the floor routines we all had a big
rest which we really needed. We then waited for the medal presentation
and the medals were given to the winners.
We enjoyed taking part in the gymnastics competition because it was
the first time that most of us had ever been in a competition. It was
scary but we did like being in a team. Mrs Sturmey was really proud of
us all and said “We were amazing!” We would like to thank Mrs Sturmey
for all of her hard work.

Year 3 Sports Festival
By Lily Hayes and Milly Wedge
On Wednesday 2nd May, Year 3 came to school in our tracksuits and PE tops because we were
walking to Smestow Secondary School for a Sports Festival. It was really well organised by some
Smestow students. We played cricket, catch, volley ball, jumping and balancing games. We
competed in egg and spoon races but we used a ball and a tennis racket. It was a lot easier with a
racket!
On our way back to school we got trapped in the car park as the automatic gates were shut and we
needed to sign out for the gates to open. But when Miss McFarland signed out in the reception,
they did let us go!!
We enjoyed the sports festival because it was full of lots of fun activities that made our hearts race
fastest.

Reception visit the Butterfly Farm
By Ethan Green
4th

On Thursday
May we went on a coach early in the morning to the Butterfly Farm in Stratford.
When we got there we went straight to see the butterflies, there were lots of very colourful butterflies
flying around us all. Some of the butterflies were eating bits of lemon, rotten bananas and apples.
We learnt that butterflies don‟t really have mouths so they decide if
their food tastes good with their feet. Which is a really funny place to
taste!
We even saw some big lizards which sat very still in the trees but we
did see their big black footprints. We also saw some spiders, ants
and caterpillars. The spiders were kept in a big tank as they would
escape. The ants walked across a rope, above our heads, some were
carrying leaves to their nest. There were two nests and the ants were
fighting over the leaves. It was fun to see the ants working and it was
cool to see them going upside down to get more leaves, the ant uses
its antennae to lift the leaf up. We saw a caterpillar crawling along a
leaf, I actually saw a caterpillar egg hidden away and we also saw some cocoons where the
butterflies come out of. There were also some big fish and little fish in a pond.
It was a sunny day so we had lunch outside away from the butterflies as they might want to eat our
food. After lunch we got back on the coach to go home.
I really enjoyed my trip to the Butterfly Farm because it had loads of beautiful butterflies and it was
lovely to see them flying around and also to see all the different insects.

Football Report
Castlecroft v St Barts
By Evan Whittaker
On the 8th May after school, Castlecroft‟s football team went to St Barts School to play a friendly
match. The team was; Evan in goal, Isaac, Joe, Charlie, Will, Ieuan, Thomas, Guven, Marty and
Tommy was the sub.
The game started off at quite a quick pace with a fairly even match, St Barts scored the first two
goals, one of those goals was brilliantly saved by Evan but unfortunately bounced off Ieuan‟s head
for a very unfortunate own goal. Charlie pulled a goal back with a great finish that hit both posts
before going in. St Barts scored two more good goals before Guven scored another goal after a long
range free kick was missed by the St Barts goalkeeper.
Castlecroft kept pushing and forced a number of corners, almost scoring another goal.
During half time our team talk was about not being afraid to take the ball and run with it.
The second half started off slow but St Barts soon got into their stride and scored another 2 goals.
Castlecroft had a number of challenges and a few near misses. The final whistle went with the
score being 6-2 to St Barts.
Overall the match was a fast game with lots of action and goals; we could have played better if we
had passed the ball into spaces to our team mates.

Glider Competition
By Benai Gedi
For four weeks, Year 4 was working in groups towards a Glider Competition.
In our first week we made paper aeroplanes, and then drew the designs out
on to foam board, the second week Miss Manning cut them out. During the
third week we designed patterns to go on our foam board aeroplanes.
Finally in week 4 we tested our planes in the hall and the plane that flew the
furthest was chosen to go to the competition. Our group which was Benai,
Tiffany, Caitlynn and Rajan‟s plane flew a great distance of 5m 30cm which was the longest distance.
So on Wednesday 9th May our group which we named „Fighting Fortress,‟ travelled to
Wolverhampton University at the Telford campus in Mr Dyall‟s car to compete against other schools
with our glider.
After registering our group we went into a huge hall to create a new plane out of foam board along
with 13 other schools. With the help of Miss Manning we cut out our plane into parts and
assembled it with tape and a glue gun. We made a few trial flights with our plane and realised that
our plane was too heavy at the back, so we put plasticine at the front to balance it out.
After lunch we had a few more test flights then the competition began. Rajan‟s first flight flew over
6m. Our next flights were by Caitlynn and Tiffany both flying just over 3m.
So Rajan‟s first flight was our best and that got us 5th place in the competition.
I really enjoyed the whole experience of the glider competition because it was a lot of fun creating our
own planes from start to finish, working in teams and to use the launcher in the competition.

Proud to be Wolves Day
By Caitlynn McDougall
On Friday 11th May it was „Proud to be Wolves Day‟ at school and we could come
to school in our own clothes, a lot of children wore their football kits. We were
asked to pay £1 which was going to the Mayoral charities.
We were celebrating being part of such a great city and also that Wolverhampton
Wanders football club had finished top of their league.
So a double celebration!
It was a normal day at school as we still did all our Maths and English but it
was good to not have to wear our uniform. We raised £206 for the Mayoral charities.

France Trip
By Kathryn and Melissa
Most of Year 6 and some Year 5 met at Smestow School at 1.30 am to get on a coach as we were
going to France for 5 days. We were all really excited and didn‟t feel tired.
After a few hours travelling we made it to the ferry port at Portsmouth.
The ferry was very busy and the crossing took 4 hours which seemed a very long time, eventually we
arrived at Cherbourg where we got back on the coach and continued our journey to the campsite.
Our first night at the campsite was a bit strange because for some of us it was our first time without
our mom and dad.
On our first day of activities we were split into groups, one did high ropes and kayaking and the
other group did raft-building. The high rope activities were very scary but very exhilarating when it
was over.
On the Wednesday we travelled by coach to the town of Arromanches where we had a packed lunch
and bought delicious flavoured ice-creams. We also bought presents to take home with us.
The next day we did rock-climbing and raft-building while the other group did kayaking.
Rock-climbing was really challenging but it was a great achievement looking down on everyone
when we got higher.
On our last day we did field games, night-line and archery. You had to be very brave when doing
night-line as you couldn‟t see so had to trust that nothing was going to happen to you.
We got back on the coach to start our return journey, arriving back at Smestow School at about
3am.
We enjoyed our visit to France because we were able to experience lots of different activities and
working in teams was great fun. We also got to know our classmates a lot better and our friendships
grew stronger.

Sky Community Day
Sky engineers came in to Castlecroft to help tidy up our Early Years outdoor play area, as part of
their „Give a little back to the Community‟ project.
In return on Wednesday 23rd June Reception held an afternoon tea event to raise money for their
chosen charity - „Molly Olly‟s Wishes‟ which supports children 0-18 years with any terminal or life
threatening illness.
Kai Hazel - So you know when you go up the steps they put some numbers on the blue gate. Next I
saw they were building a sound wall and I thought that was really good. They helped to make us a
mud kitchen and it's got loads of stuff. We can make a mud pie or we can make loads of things like
mud dough. You get some mud, freeze it so it's solid and then make your creation. You can relax
under the blue shade which I thought was really nice. I lie down when I have my milk or water. You
can read some books too. My favourite thing was the numbers when you go up the stairs because
we always have maths after playtime and so you can count on or count backwards.
It was really nice of them to do it as it would just be boring because you would just make games up.
There used to be only the slide and that's it.
Tommy Chalstrey - We had a party with lots of party food. We made cupcakes, biscuits and butterfly
cakes. There were some crisps too. We got lots of money for charity because some children are really
poorly but don't have enough money. Inside, we decorated little ladies and we did some painting. We
had some drinks and cups of tea and we ate yummy cakes with our friends. We invited the
grown-ups and they had a nice time talking.
The afternoon was a great success and raised £132 for the „Molly Olly‟s‟ Charity

St Michael’s Church
By Evie
Year 1 went to St Michael‟s Church on a bus. We soon arrived at the church where we were met by a
lady who used to be a church leader. She told us all about the church, we had a clipboard and we
answered the questions on the sheet and drew pictures of interesting things in
the church.
There was a made up story about a grave of a lady who was buried with no
arms because she was knitting on a Sunday which wasn‟t allowed, so her
arms dropped off.
After we had finished looking around the church and answering all the
questions we had a snack and a drink and then got back on the coach to come
back to school.
I enjoyed the trip because it’s always nice to visit new places and not be in lessons!

Fire-fighter Polly
By Willow Crane
A lady called Polly came into our Nursery who was a Fire-fighter. She told us all
about being a fire-fighter and she dressed Miss Rose up in her uniform. She
looked really funny!
Polly rescues cats from trees and rescues people and dogs from fires, which she
tries to put out.
When I grow up I also want to be a fire-lady so I can help people. I enjoyed Polly
coming into Nursery as she read a story to us about a fire-fighter.

Samba Workshop
By Amrita Sidhu and Imogen Tran
On Wednesday 6th June Year 6 took part in a Samba workshop with Mr Clarke.
There was a variety of instruments which we had a chance to play. Samba is a
type of dance and music that originated in Brazil. It is often played at
celebrations and festivals.
We learnt a very happy tune and some people played solos. At the end of the
day we performed in front of the whole school what we had learnt.
It was great fun, we learnt new techniques and skills and enjoyed every minute!

Sports Day
By May Garbett
Our school held sports day on Tuesday 12th June, it was a cloudy day but still really warm.
We had lots of different races including; the sprint, relay and fun races like egg and spoon, sack
and obstacle races.
After an afternoon of cheering our house teams on and lots of activities, Wrekin won the trophy with
121 points, a close second was Clent with Malvern in third place and then Clee finishing with 85
points.
I enjoy sports day because it is a lot of fun and everyone tries to do their best for their team.

The Great School Run
15th

On Friday
June we attended the Wolverhampton Great
School Run at Aldersley Stadium.
10 children; 5 from Year 4 and 5 from Year 5, did a mile run in
the morning followed by 4 different activities throughout the day:
ball handling and change for life followed by lunch then indoor
athletics and strike and field.

Nurse Visit
By Archie Evans
A nurse came into Nursery on Monday 18th June, she told us all about what
she does. If you can‟t get out of bed for a wee she showed us a cardboard
potty that the people use. She also had a skeleton to show us all the bones
we have under our skin. She bandaged my arm as I pretended I had hurt it,
she also bandaged some of my friends as well.
She brought a thing that you can hear your heart with that all doctors and
nurses have around their neck.
My favourite part was when the nurse bandaged my arm.

Year 2 Library Visit
By Ellise Whitehouse
On Tuesday 19th June Year 2 went in two groups, one in the
morning and one in the afternoon to Finchfield Library. We walked
to the library from school and met a lady called Elisabeth
Whitehouse, who told us all about the books in the children‟s library
and where they go on the shelves.
She then read us a story called „Do you do a Didgeridoo?‟ It was
about a man who went into a shop to buy a didgeridoo. We all helped
Elisabeth tell the story by repeating “Do you do a didgeridoo? One
that makes a loud WAHOOO! It was a really funny story and in the
end the man didn‟t even want a didgeridoo!
We then could choose a book to borrow from the library if we had a
library card and issued it to us with the self-scanner. We also
decorated pieces of paper which Elisabeth made into a didgeridoo;
mine was covered in parade hearts and made a loud Wahooo!
I enjoyed our trip to the library because I found my favourite book „Goth Girl.‟

Panteinion Hall
By Sidney Dodd and Annie Thompson
On Wednesday 20th June, Year 4 was going to Fairbourne in Wales. We arrived at school and went
straight into the hall to put our bags in so they could be loaded on to the minibuses. When we had
said our goodbyes to our parents we sat on our seats in the minibus and felt very excited to go on
the trip but also a bit sad that we were leaving our families.
The journey to Fairbourne took 3 hours but we did have a stop half way.
When we arrived at Panteinion Hall we were welcomed by Chris, the owner, her husband, daughter
and her grandson.
Mr Dyall told us what rooms we were staying in, so we got changed for horse-riding or beach
activities depending on what groups we were in. Group 1 went to horse-riding; we put on our
Helmets and we were matched with a horse depending on our height. Our horses were called Socks
and Zac. We mounted our horses and trotted off around the fields for an hour and a half. When we
took the helmets off it felt like we had had a pillow on our heads!
We also had a sandcastle competition on the beach, everyone won because all the creations were so
good. We all got very sandy!
We then went back to Panteinion Hall and had our dinner which was yummy especially the
cinnamon covered doughnuts with melted chocolate. When we had finished eating we put on our
walking boots and walked to the Blue Lake. We were amazed to see how blue the lake really was. We
went back to the hall, got into our pyjamas and went downstairs to have a hot chocolate, then went
to bed at 10pm.

Next day we got dressed quite early but we didn‟t need waking up as we were already awake. After
breakfast we all went rock pooling which was a lot of fun catching crabs, fish and shrimps.
After that we split into two groups, one group went to the farm and fed some of the animals. There
was a rabbit called Hairy Harry because he was so fluffy. We went to see the baby goats; they were
adorable as the goats kept licking us.
The other group went to the slate mine; we put on our safety helmets all the teachers had a flash
light, we also had a guide who told us facts about the mine and showed us how the slate is cut, we
also had a go with jabbing a stick into the ground which is how the slate is got out of the ground. In
the old days people worked in the mines for 7 hours and only got 20pence a week, but if you had £2
in those days you were classed as rich.
After that we all went to the beach again, played in the sand, then we had ice-creams and finished
off with a swim in the sea, The sea was freezing but really refreshing.
That evening, after showers we had a disco, some of the boys had a Fortnite Dance Off, we also
played lots of musical games which was so much fun. Then we all went to bed very tired.
Next morning we had breakfast and then packed. When the bags had been put into the minibus we
went off to the shop to spend our £5, then we sat on the seaside wall and ate our lunch.
After lunch we got on to the minibuses and headed off back to school where our parents were waiting
for us. It was good to see our families but we miss Panteinion Hall, doing so many different activities
and being with our friends.

Botanical Gardens
By James Bolus
On Tuesday 26th June Year 1 went to the Botanical Gardens in Birmingham, we
went by coach which took about 40 minutes to get
there.
When we got there we went into a classroom which
had a board on the wall which we could stick parts
of a flower on to with Velcro.
A man called James told us all about the different
parts of a flower. Aliyah dressed up as a bee and
sucked some honey from a nectar bottle, then she
got some pollen balls stuck to her head and when
she visited another flower the pollen got stuck on a
stigma, which is part of a flower.
After finding out all about flowers we had a look at different plants from around the world, we also
saw some fish. We played on the playground and then went back to school. I had a really nice day
because we saw a Venus Fly Trap and some quite big cactuses and some small ones.

Policeman Visit
By Barnaby Meanley
On Tuesday 26th June a policeman visited us in Nursery, he gave us all a
pompom bookmark with googly eyes.
The policeman told us to listen and keep our eyes open in case we
saw anyone doing something that wasn‟t right. He wore earphones so
he can get secret calls from other policemen; they tell each other
where they are and where to go. He let us all wear his hat and some
of the children lifted up his jacket to see how heavy it is.
I liked his uniform as it is blue, which is my favourite colour.

City Athletics
By Elliana Rhodes
On Wednesday 27th June, 10 pupils from Year 6 were chosen to participate
in the City Athletics. The pupils who took pat were; Charlie Hulme,
Dhru Uppal, Joe Koren, Guven Gedi, Bella Gregory, Elliana Rhodes,
Lydia Blakeway, Izzy Downes, Poppy Finlayson-Palmer and Sukeerat Kaur.
We entered many of the events (20 in total) and seven people got through to
the final, Bella, Charlie, Dhru, Joe, Guven, Poppy and Sukeerat.
The full list of results is as follows;
80m - Bella (3rd place), Charlie (5th place)
150m - Poppy (2nd in semi-final & qualified for finals), Guven (5th place in semi-final)
300m – Elliana (4th place)
400m - Joe (5th place)
600m - Poppy (1st place & qualified for finals)
800m - Guven (2nd place and qualified for finals)
Long Jump – Bella (5th place & qualified for finals), Joe (7th place & qualified for finals)
High Jump – Bella (qualified for finals), Joe (qualified for finals)
Throwing – Sukeerat (3rd & qualified for finals), Charlie (8th & qualified for finals)
Obstacle – Dhru (2nd & qualified for finals), Izzy (5th place)
4 x 100m Relay – girls (4th), boys (5th)
Everyone really enjoyed themselves and we were really tired at the end!

Sponsored Walk
By Bella Gregory and Ella Sandland
On Friday 29th June the whole school did a sponsored walk to raise money
for the Air Ambulance and our school funds. Air Ambulance merchandise
was also sold around the school. The afternoon was great fun and it was
good knowing that we were raising money for the Air Ambulance as well as
our school. All classes including nursery took part in the sponsored walk.
We loved keeping fit and being out in nature! It was a really hot day so we
kept hydrated with lots of water and we wore sun-cream and sun hats to
keep cool.
We were given little orange record cards so the teachers could mark how many laps we had done.
The teachers walked with us. Mr Francis has done several crazy things to raise money for charities,
so it was lovely we could help him out by raising money for the Air Ambulance and for our school
funds, a total of £1,000.

VIP Day, YEAH!!
By Isla Keane
Me and some other children were chosen to take part in a VIP day at school as a reward for visiting
the library. Firstly we had an egg and spoon race, we had to balance a water balloon on a spoon, and
my team WON! Because my team won we were given the water shooters first and got to spray
everyone else. Then the real fight began, we even had water balloons and a water slide too. The slide
was tons of fun.
This is how the slide works;
We had to wait in a queue until it was our turn.
We ran, slipped or jumped onto the slide to see how far we went.
Got back in line to slide again or join the spraying again.
After all the fun had finished we got dressed and had a freeze-pop, Yum,yum!!
I loved the VIP Day and I think everyone else did too.

Nursery’s visit to Rays Farm
By George Shaw
We went on a coach to Rays Farm in Bridgnorth, we could feed the
llamas, goats and deer but I didn‟t want to. We weren‟t allowed to feed
the pigs, Betty and Peggy because they have sharp teeth and we only
have little fingers.
We saw lots of owls in cages one was dancing
because he was saying „Hello!‟ There were three
owls that were massive, some were flying around
their cage, they have claws called tallons which are
very sharp to catch their prey, like mice, rats and
some of the big owls can even pick up an adult
sheep. The reindeer were on holiday at Rays Farm,
having a rest as they work very hard at Christmas. I
also met some deer who had climbed the fence and
the sheep got jealous as they were having all the food. One deer was called
Snowflake because she was white.
In the afternoon we went on a woodland walk, I met Humpty Dumpty and sat on his wall with him
but I didn‟t fall off. I also saw the sword in the stone which can only be pulled out by King Arthur, I
tried to pull it out but I have seen the film and know only King Arthur can pull it out. Before we got
on the coach to come back we all played in the play area.

Wroxeter Roman City
By Caitlin Elliot and Zac Tran
On Wednesday 11th July, Year 3 went to Wroxeter
Roman City. We met our leader and she showed us the
map of what Wroxeter used to look like. After that we
did some exercises, then Year 3 walked to the changing
rooms and decided to leave our clothes unsupervised
because we didn‟t want to pay the guard. We learnt
about the Bath House and got to hold the Roman
grooming kit and the spice.
After that we walked to the Roman toilets and got to feel
the xylospongium (a sponge on a stick). The leader then
wanted us to clean the Bath House, but we had lunch
instead!
We were split into two groups, one group made some Roman coins while the other group played
outside, then we swapped over.
Last but not least we explored the Roman villa and then went to the gift shop.
We had the best time ever!

‘There’s a Sunflower in my Supper.’
Anya Ceccarelli
After nearly 2 weeks of rehearsing our play, we put on a performance for our parents and the rest
of the school of „There‟s a Sunflower in my Supper.‟
I was a narrator with 3 other children; the play is about a cow called Daisy who went to market
every Monday to buy grass seed, then one day she found an unusual seed which she planted but
didn‟t water it. So the wise old owl of the forest came by and helped her by watering it and the
seed grew into a sunflower.
I really enjoyed doing the performance, it was a lot of hard work at first learning everything but
once we knew it, it was fun, a little scary doing the performance in front of everyone but the
parents seemed to like it as they had big smiles on their faces and even bigger ones at the end.

